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Five years after launching with a home fragrance collection celebrating the unique balance of nature and living in Scandinavia, we introduce our first fragrances for the skin this spring.

A collection of hand care products designed to nourish and protect from harsh climates, three perfume oils to brighten up even the greyest Scandinavian day, and some Danish happiness thrown in for good measure.
MOISTURISING HAND CARE WITH NATURAL EXTRACTS, DESIGNED TO NOURISH AND PROTECT EXPOSED SKIN.

MADE IN SCANDINAVIA
ØY
Norwegian for ‘island’
[ OEiY ]

Island solitude. With extract of sea buckthorn.

100 g Natural Soap
300 ml Hand Wash
300 ml Hand Lotion
75 ml Hand Cream

FJORD
Norwegian
[ F-YOR ]

Carved from glaciers. With extract of Norwegian angelica.

100 g Natural Soap
300 ml Hand Wash
300 ml Hand Lotion
75 ml Hand Cream

RO
Scandinavian for ‘tranquility’
[ RO ]

Tranquility. With extract of Nordic cottongrass.

100 g Natural Soap
300 ml Hand Wash
300 ml Hand Lotion
75 ml Hand Cream

LEMPI
Old Finnish for ‘love’
[ LEM-PE ]

Vintage love. With extract of peony.

100 g Natural Soap
300 ml Hand Wash
300 ml Hand Lotion
75 ml Hand Cream
OF VAST SILENT LANDSCAPES AND RAW SEASONS,
OF COSY SHARED MOMENTS AND QUIET
SOPHISTICATION.
A SERIES OF SCENTED CANDLES AND DIFFUSERS REFLECTING THE UNIQUE BALANCE OF NATURE AND LIVING IN SCANDINAVIA.
LYKKE
Danish for 'happiness'
[LYU-KURR]

The little things. The secret to Danish happiness is in life balance and treasuring the everyday. An optimistic moment of spring snowdrops, lemon-nettle and apple-mint.

HAV
Scandinavian for 'sea'
[HOW]

Freshness of the seas. A light marine fragrance infused with fresh notes of water flora, driftwood and sea spray.

SKOG
Swedish/Norwegian for 'forest'
[SKOWG]

Calm of the boreal forest. A morning mist of pine needles and woodland lily of the valley, musk and aged leather.
**Fjord**

Norwegian

[ F-YOR ]

Carved from glaciers. Joyous notes of ripening apple, plum and pear orchards, blackcurrants and raspberry flowers.

**øy**

Norwegian for ‘island’

[ OEY ]

Island solitude. Memories of rowing to a deserted island, the slippery touch of damp rockmoss underfoot, and the fragrant green embrace of dog-rose and crabapples.

**Bær**

Danish/Norwegian for ‘berry’

[ BARE ]

Berry harvest. Baskets of Nordic berries, of sweet-smelling reductions on the stove and warm, zingy sauces poured over ice cream.
**RO**
Scandinavian for ‘tranquility’

Tranquility. A subtle symphony of fresh cut grass and crumpled leaves, ambered woods and hidden blankets in the dunes.

65 g Scented Candle
16 hours

190 g Scented Candle
45 hours

200 ml Scent Diffuser
3+ months

200 ml Scent Diffuser Refill
3+ months

---

**LEMPI**
Old Finnish for ‘love’

Vintage love. A timeless blend of rose and strawberry, garden peony and oakmoss.

65 g Scented Candle
16 hours

190 g Scented Candle
45 hours

200 ml Scent Diffuser
3+ months

200 ml Scent Diffuser Refill
3+ months

---

**KOTO**
Old Finnish for ‘cosy at home’

No place like home. Promising delicate notes of Baltic amber and schersmin blended with exotic mandarin and vanilla.

65 g Scented Candle
16 hours

190 g Scented Candle
45 hours

200 ml Scent Diffuser
3+ months

200 ml Scent Diffuser Refill
3+ months
**HYGGE**  
Danish for 'cosiness'  
[ HU-GAH ]  
Danish DNA. Moments of smokey tea and baked strawberry cake, of rose petals and picking wild mint.

**FLAMMA**  
Swedish for 'flame'  
[ FLA-MMA ]  
Fireside glow. The magnetic pull of the hearth, the smokey notes of burning logs, of golden resin oozing from the pine, and the glow of faces mesmerised by the flames.

**NORDLYS**  
Norwegian for 'Northern Lights'  
[ NOR-LUCE ]  
Aurora borealis. Magical, elusive, indefinable. A fresh and colourful fragrance designed to be impossible to capture.
**SENSE OF SCANDINAVIA**
The full original collection

9 chapters in the story of Scandinavia told through fragrance and flame in a solid gift box.

**HJEM**
Danish/Norwegian for 'home'

The Scandinavian art of fellowship and cosiness in everyday moments within the calming sanctuary of home.

**NATUR**
Scandinavian for 'nature'

Bracing seas, secluded islands, spectacular vistas and the seductive embrace of pure silence.
**LYSNING**
Danish for ‘forest glade’
Mosses & lichens, pine needles & cloudberry.

**HEIA**
Norwegian for ‘heathland’
Heather & thyme, bearberry & leaf sap.

**ROSENHAVE**
Danish for ‘rose garden’
Alba rose & elderflower, blackcurrant buds & lily of the valley.
THREE NEW FRAGRANCES IN OIL AND WAX, FOR THE SKIN AND FOR THE HOME.
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